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Santoku Knife Set
NRCode:
200009700
Title:
GSI Outdoors, Santoku Knife Set, For Camping
FPs:
Prepare meals like a pro with highly-specialized stainless steel Santoku, serrated,
and paring knives—prep breads, meats, vegetables, fruits, and more
Safe-handling with protective sheaths and sure-grip rubber handles; Sheaths also
preserve blade sharpness, adding long-last durability
Compact ballistic case keeps gear organized; Stores snugly in car, 4WD, RV, or backpack;
Portable, easy-carry case perfect for backcountry trips
Clean knives and utensils with included soap bottle and microfiber dish cloth
Feeding your love of the great outdoors since 1985; Product design rooted in innovation,
durability, efficiency, and environmental responsibility
Description:
Whether a beginner or chef supreme, the Santoku Knife Set will help you create gourmet dishes
as you enjoy the great outdoors camping, hiking, or in your backyard! This set offers three
versatile stainless steel knives with easy-grip rubber handles—Santoku, paring, and serrated.
Extras include a folding cutting board, soap bottle, and dish cloth. The Santoku Knife Set allows
for top-of-the line preparation of delicious, hearty meals with skillfully cut meats, vegetables,
breads, and more.

SEO:

travel kitchen essential kit eating rockered hammered cutlery fish steak spatula japanese grill-ing
artisan in-a-box professional ceramic accessory accessories ultimate forge slice wood utility
master gadget roll pro fishing boating gift small fire heat trail beach adventure cutlery

Destination Kitchen Set 24
NRCode:
105862856
Title:
GSI Outdoors, Destination Cooking Set 24, Serves 4 People
FPs:
24-piece camp dining set feeds a family of four—enjoy food, fun, and adventure with four sets of
cutlery, preparation and cooking utensils, condiment containers, and cleaning gear
Chef tools to whip up on-the-go homestyle meal—flip and stir with rotating spatula and spoon;
grate cheese and vegetables with lightweight grater; skin wild-caught fare with utility knife
Add flavor to food with waterproof salt and pepper shaker; Transport savory oils and sauces in
soft-sided condiment containers with easy-to-use flip-top squeeze lids
Clean dishes after eating with scrubber and microfiber dish cloth; Store all 24 pieces in the
compact nylon ballistic case—portable and keeps everything organized
Feeding your love of the great outdoors since 1985; Product design rooted in innovation,
durability, efficiency, and environmental responsibility
Description:
From picturesque weekend hikes, to mountain vacations, the Destination Kitchen Set provides
chef tools for outdoor life with a gourmet twist. This must-have 24-piece set feeds four and
provides utensils for prepping, cooking, dining, and cleaning. GSI Outdoors is with you each step
of the way—from slicing vegetables or meats to cleaning the surrounding camp kitchen site once
done. The lightweight nylon ballistic storage case can be conveniently carried or stored in cars,
RVs, backpacks or luggage.
SEO:
travel-ing essential kit eating fish steak grill-ing artisan in-a-box professional ceramic accessory
accessories ultimate collapsible cutting forge slice wood master gadget pro boating gift small
fire heat trail beach camo tailgate backpack-ing equipment glamping survival tent

Pinnacle Base Camper, Camp Cooking Set
NRCode:

200012748
Title:

GSI Outdoors, Pinnacle Base Camper, 8-Piece Camp Cookset
FPs:
Prep gourmet meals for the great outdoors, whether the campsite, bivy, base camp, or somewhere in
between; Safe to use with most utensils
Cookware made using hard-anodized aluminum—heats evenly; lightweight, resilient material; sealed
to prevent leaching and chemical reactions with acidic foods
Patented Teflon with Radiance Technology complements the on-the-go adventurer who enjoys
quick, high-quality dining with long-lasting gear—surfaces heat 25% faster and are abrasion and
scratch-resistant
Accessories help create a 360-degree, next-level outdoor experience—cutting board and strainer for
no-stress prep; clean and store gear in a stuff sack that doubles as a wash basin
Feeding your love of the great outdoors since 1985; Product design rooted in innovation, durability,
efficiency, and environmental responsibility
Description:
Bring new highs to your car camping set-ups, backpacking or overnight camping trips with the 8-Piece
Pinnacle Cookware Set. This efficient, high-performance cooking gear can withstand rough outdoor
use. The two pots and frying pan in this set are made using hard anodized aluminum. This aluminum
formulation enables even heating and is sealed to protect against aluminum leaching into food or
reacting with acidic foods. Additionally, the nonstick Teflon surface is formulated using Radiance
technology. This set also comes with 2 nylon lids, a strainer, a cutting board, a folding handle, and a
stuff sack/wash basin. Enjoy excellent backcountry food and drink with the Pinnacle Cookware
Set—for novices, enthusiasts, and glampware gourmands alike.
SEO:
travel-ing essential kit eating fish fresh steak grill-ing artisan in-a-box professional ceramic
accessory accessories ultimate forge mountain family collapsible wood utility master gadget pro
boating gift small large fire heat trail beach camo tailgate equipment glamping survival tent bbq

Microlite Water Bottle
NRCode:

300033739
Title:
GSI Outdoors, Microlite Water Bottle, Vacuum-Insulated Stainless Steel, For Camping
FPs:
Stay hydrated on camping and hiking trips; Double-wall vacuum insulation keeps cold or hot
depending on your outdoor needs

Practical construction—stores 25% more water and weighs ⅓ less than traditional vacuum bottles
of the same size; Prepare for long, exacting days, whether planned or unexpected
High-quality product manufactured with long-lasting 18/8 stainless steel; Anti-scratch pad
underneath protects metal, glass, wood, and all other surfaces
Designed with sustainability in mind; Easy-flip top lid also doubles as mini-cup; Microlite Water
Bottles are outfitted with ECO Design label for commitment to reducing waste
Feeding your love of the great outdoors since 1985; Product design rooted in innovation,
durability, efficiency, and environmental responsibility
Description:
Don’t leave home without the convenient Microlite Water Bottle, a satisfying blend of purpose and
style. The Microlite’s vacuum double-wall insulated technology maintains temperature—keeping
hot stuff hot; cold stuff cold; and room temperature stuff at room temperature. Pack light for
camping excursions with an ultralight design that weighs 1/3 less than traditional vacuum water
bottles. The Microlite Water Bottle also stores 25% more water, helping you to stay hydrated
longer. A press-button flip top provides easy access to water. The Microlite Water Bottle proudly
wears an ECO Design label, in our commitment to reduce one-time use waste.
SEO:
thermos backpack-ing outside travel-ing essential basecamp agua healthy carry drink-ing
beverage clean self-closing accessory accessories easy-open gym hydroflask ultimate forge
mountain gadget pro boating gift fire heat trail beach camo equipment glamping survival tent

